Super-Fast and Secure Internet Connectivity for your business
Go beyond broadband with a leased line.

What is Lease line?
A leased line is a private high-performance circuit between a customer and a service provider’s
network for Internet access or as a point-to-point circuit between two sites. It is rented on an annual
basis and usually carries voice and data or both. A leased line is not contended or shared and
delivers dedicated guaranteed bandwidth straight to the internet backbone. Although more
expensive than broadband, leased lines are supported by a comprehensive Service-Level
Agreement (SLA) with a guaranteed fix time and a compensation clause.

Lease line vs Standard Broadband
Fibre leased lines give you a dedicated connection to the local exchange, which means the
connection is not shared with any other users, unlike broadband. Therefore, your connection won't
become slower at peak times - it is solely for your use. Furthermore, leased lines are symmetrical
whereas broadband is asymmetrical. This refers to the download speeds and upload speeds symmetrical leased lines offer the same upload speed as download speed, but asymmetrical
broadband will have slower uploads than downloads.

Benefits of Lease Line
Fast and reliable internet Unlimited data transfers
connection, guaranteed

24/7 Business class support

A tough and resilient internet
connection
with
guaranteed
download and upload speeds.

Because your speed never drops,
you can transfer truly unlimited
amounts of data at any time of
day.

By purchasing the lease line from us
you get dedicated support whenever
you need it.

Wider choice of speed

No slow down at the peak We have been providing Lease
times
Lines for 17 years

There is a wider choice of
bandwidth selection with the
Internet Lease lines, so you can
choose the one that suits your
needs.

With lease line you get a dedicated
bandwidth from you to ISP which
can only be used by you.

To over 1000 happy customers
across the UK.
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